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G36	ECONOMIC EVENTS
booin tv Inch saw a spurt of industrial output and
a substantial increase in productivity This
profuess could not be maintained in 1904 when
mdu&tiial production and productivity flattened
out and the balance of payments deteriorated
However the 1960 remedy of deflation was not
immediately repeated it was now realised that
stop-go policies were harmful to the growth of
the economy and that the balance of payments
prob'em would have to be solved by other
measures Full employment was maintained be
tween 10641 and 1966 I but industrial production
per man rose by only 1 5 per cent per annum
Iwo reasons have been suggested for this slow
growth of productivity a decline in the average
working week (output per man hour increased
more rapidly) and the tendency of employers to
adjust their labour force to the level of production
only with a considerable delav
Balance of payments difficulties eventually led
the Government to deflate the economy and
there was a fall In industrial production in the
second hilf of 1966 as the July measures took
elect Employers now began to lay off workers
and unemployment rose from 1 2 per cent of the
labour force m earlv 1066 to average 2 2 per cent
m 1907 Despite the resumption of growth in
1%7 and 1968 unemployment in the economy
rose
W th industrial production stagnant in 1969 and
W70 and productivity continuing to rise the rate
of unemployment increased to 2 5 per cent in 1970
and to ov er 700 000 (2 7 per cent seasonally ad
justed) in early 1971 Industrial employment
actually fell after the first quarter of 1969 and
output per man rose as firms tried to shake out
unneeded labour The reasoning behind the
government policy of prolonging the recession was
no longer based on the balance of payments since
this was strongly in surplus Bather it was hoped
that hith unemployment would curb the rapid
inflation
achie-ved some expansion in both public and
private training facilities In 1967 regional dif
feientuls in the selective employment tax were
introduced (tee G41) Under this scheme manu
facturers in Development Areas were paid 30s per
week for each full time adult male employee and
lower amounts m respect of other workers so
jiving the Development Areas a wage cost advan
tage in manufacturing of 5-10 per cent
In 1D64/5 special assistance to industry in the
Development Aieas was only £31 million The
estimate for the financial year 19(58/9 was
£265 million taking the form mainly of the
Regional Employment Premium and Investment
grants
In 1970 the incentive to invest in the Develop
ment Areas was affected by the Government s re
placement of cash grants by a system of initial
allowances against tax "Whereas cash grants
were 40 per cent of investment m plant and
machinery in Development Areas and 20 per cent
in other areas there was now to be free deprecia
tion in Development Areas and faO per cent initial
allowances in other areas The relative attnc
tiveness of the Development Areas would be
reduced by the halving of SEX in 1971 and its
abolition m 1972
Planning for Faster Growth
There has been an increasing dissatisfaction
with the rate of growth achieved in this economy
over the past decade or so The economies of
most Common Market countries have increased
then industrial output at a much faster rate
Furthermore there has been dissatisfaction with
the way in which the economy has grown the
characteristic pattern has been one of sharp bursts
of expansion interrupted by rather lengthy periods
of stagnation
Regional Planning
Much publicity has been given in the 1960s to
the varying degrees of prosperity and levels of
unemployment in the United Kingdom (see G13)
Government measures are necessary to reduce
disparities and probably even to prevent them
from giowlng
There are essentially two ways of tackling the
pioblem of regional imbalances taking jobs to
the people or bringing people to the jobs In so
fir as the latter alternative is chosen the Govern
ment should encourage the mobility of labour e g
through retraining schemes or a housing subsidy
How ever the migration of population may damage
community life in the denuded areas and cause
congestion housing shortages and overcrowding
in the booming regions The Government can
create employment opportunities m the relatively
depressed regions m various ways It can try to
induce expanding industries to set up new plants
in these regions by offering tax incentives it can
authorise additional expenditure on public works
—e g by accelerating road building programmes
—to provide additional employment it can place
orders for the goods it needs—e g defence con
tracts—where work is reamred
On taking office in October 1964 the Labour
Government made regional planning the responsi
bility of its Department of Economic Affairs
Britain was divided into eight regions with the
intention of producing a plan for each region
The Government also established two kinds of
planning body regional economic planning
Councils and Boards to advise on and co ordinate
the planning of each region
Recent Government policy to cure regional un
employment has taken the following forms
Various measures to defer public construction
programmes have excluded the Development
Areas Fiscal incentives to locate Industry in
the depressed regions have been given eg* the
cash grants provided in 1966 for new plants and
machinery in manufacturing were at twice the
national rate in the Development Areas By
contrast office building In the main conurbations
London and Birmingham was strictly limited
To encourage the mobility of labour the Govern
ment introduced redundancy compensation and
 d) The National Economic Development Council
To stimulate a more systematic study of the
problems involved m securing a faster and more
even rate of growth in the British economy the
Conservative Government established the National
Economic Development Council (NEDC or
Neddy ) The two tier organisation was
similar to that of the corresponding planning
council in France The CouncE itself consisted of
representatives from the TUC and employers
organisations Government ministers and m
dependent members and it was served by a group
of experts This group undertook research Into
the problems of securing a faster rate of growth
into the means of overcoming obstacles to growth
and into the economic policies which could be
most conducive to faster growth
In its flrst report m 1963 the Council made a
projection for the economy It adopted a target
rate of growth of output over the period 1961-66
eoual to 4 per cent per annum which was sub
stantially faster than the rate of growth actually
achieved m previous years It attempted to
predict how investment exports imports con
sumption and the output of each industry would
have to grow if the target rate of growth was to
be achieved The ment of this exercise was two
fold it helped to focus Government attention on
the long term by showing that policies designed
to solve short term difficulties might intensify the
problem of raising long term economic growth
and by bolstering expectations it encouraged
firms to invest
A particularly interesting feature of the work of
the NEDC Is its study of individual industries
Seventeen major Industries were surveyed m
detail to assess the changes in output emplo"
menfc productivity investment and exports which
were feasible in each Industry Economic
Development Committees (EDCs)—which have
come to be known as little Neddies —were
established as part of the NEDC machinery to
report on the problems of individual industries
It is impossible for an individual firm or industry
to make correct decisions on future expansion
without knowing how the rest of the economy will
behave by relating planning at the national level
and planning at the level of individual industries
the NEDO did valuable work

